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By Leslie Crawford

New Generation Publishing, 2010. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . This book usually
ship within 10-15 business days and we will endeavor to dispatch orders quicker than this where
possible. Brand New Book. There s lots to like about Leslie Crawford s poems. To begin with, she s
interested in other lands and going through portals to strange places. Here, you might catch a
vision of the past, strangely clad folk called elves or even a man sitting at a desk who looks oddly
familiar. Is he a seer, an alchemist or maybe someone closer to home? While the author is clearly
intrigued by the dark side and the lure of iniquity, she is also at ease telling a fable ( Night and Day )
and taking an amusing dig at witches and modern chemistry ( The Pot ). Ships and the sea play an
important part in the poet s stock of imagery and the title piece, White Horse , sees the ocean as a
force doing battle with the shore, just as the volcano in Fire Mountain poses a threat to vegetation
and mankind. Altogether, it s an exciting, highly imaginative collection, with unusual turns of
phrase.
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ReviewsReviews

This written ebook is fantastic. It is probably the most incredible ebook we have read. Its been written in an extremely basic way in fact it is just following i
finished reading this publication where basically modified me, affect the way i think.
-- Howell Reichel-- Howell Reichel

Absolutely essential go through pdf. Of course, it can be enjoy, still an amazing and interesting literature. Your way of life period will be convert the instant
you comprehensive reading this article ebook.
-- K evin Q uig ley-- K evin Q uig ley
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